 Genome Sequencing and Mapping Reveal Loss of Heterozygosity as a Mechanism for Rapid Adaptation in the Vegetable Pathogen *Phytophthora capsici*
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The oomycete vegetable pathogen *Phytophthora capsici* has shown remarkable adaptation to fungicides and new hosts. Like other members of this destructive genus, *P. capsici* has an explosive epidemiology, rapidly producing massive numbers of asexual spores on infected hosts. In addition, *P. capsici* can remain dormant for years as sexually recombined oospores, making it difficult to produce crops at infested sites, and allowing outcrossing populations to maintain significant genetic variation. Genome sequencing, development of a high-density genetic map, and integrative genomic or genetic characterization of *P. capsici* field isolates and intercross progeny revealed significant mitotic loss of heterozygosity (LOH) in diverse isolates. LOH was detected in clonally propagated field isolates and sexual progeny, and showed a strong association with changes in mating type and pathogenicity. Overall, it appears that LOH may provide a rapid mechanism for fixing alleles and may be an important component of adaptability for *P. capsici*.
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*Phytophthora capsici* is a virulent, hemibiotrophic pathogen of vegetable crops, inflicting significant losses worldwide (Erwin and Ribeiro 1996; Gevens et al. 2008; Lamour and Kamoun 2009; Lamour et al. 2012; Leonian 1922; Meitz et al. 2010). Its main hosts are pepper and cucurbits. During the last 90 years, *P. capsici* has spread geographically as agricultural cultivation of these hosts has intensified, dynamically adapting to fungicides and new hosts (Erwin and Ribeiro 1996; Gevens et al. 2008; Gobena et al. 2012; Hausbeck and Lamour 2004; Hurtado-Gonzales et al. 2008; Lamour and Hausbeck 2001; Lamour and Kamoun 2009; Lamour et al. 2012; Leonian 1922; Meitz et al. 2010). Like other members of this destructive genus (*e.g.*, the late blight pathogen *P. infestans* and the sudden oak death pathogen *P. ramorum*), *P. capsici* has an explosive epidemiology, rapidly producing massive numbers of asexual spores on infected hosts (Hausbeck and Lamour 2004; Lamour and Hausbeck 2001; Lamour and Kamoun 2009) (Fig. 1C to G). In addition, *P. capsici* often features meiosis between two mating types, producing thick-walled oospores that remain dormant for years, making it very difficult to produce crops at infested sites, and allowing outcrossing populations to maintain significant genetic variation (Fig. 1A and B). Members of this genus are notoriously plastic in field and laboratory scenarios and we examined the molecular basis for rapid adaptation in *P. capsici* through genome sequencing, development of a high-density genetic map, and integrative genomic and genetic characterization of *P. capsici* field isolates and intercross progeny. Development of these tools and subsequent analyses revealed significant mitotic loss of heterozygosity (LOH) in clonally propagated field isolates as well as
multiple sexual progeny. Follow-up tests revealed a strong association of LOH with changes in mating type and loss of pathogenicity.

RESULTS

Genome sequencing, assembly, and annotation.

Assembling the nuclear genome of a diploid organism with frequent nucleotide variants can be difficult and a partially inbred line of *P. capsici* (LT1534) was developed for sequencing (Supplementary Fig. S1) (Gobena et al. 2012; Hurtado-Gonzales and Lamour 2009). The 64-Mbp reference genome was assembled using Arachne from 30× paired and singleton 454 FLX and Titanium genomic DNA reads, 5× Sanger paired reads, 56,448 Sanger expressed sequence tags (EST), and 1,260 full-length cDNA sequences. This resulted in 917 scaffolds and an N50 of 706 kbp (Supplementary Table S1). The size of the *P. capsici* genome is intermediate among the sequenced oomycetes, larger than *Albugo* spp. and *Pythium ultimum* (up to 45 Mbp) (Kemen et al. 2011; Levesque et al. 2010) but more compact than *Phytophthora ramorum*, *P. sojae*, *Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis*, and *P. infestans* at 65, 95, 100, and 240 Mbp, respectively (Baxter et al. 2010; Haas et al. 2009; Tyler et al. 2006). The *P. capsici* draft genome had fewer scaffolds or a larger scaffold N50, which may reflect hybrid assembly or fewer repeat sequences in *P. capsici* (19%) than *P. infestans*, *P. sojae*, or *P. ramorum* (74, 39, and 28%, respectively) (Haas et al. 2009; Tyler et al. 2006). Like other *Phytophthora* spp., the majority of *P. capsici* repeats were retrotransposons (84%) with long terminal repeats, of which 57% were Gypsy elements. The mitochondrial genome (80,148 bp) was assembled in four scaffolds.

Gene model prediction using a training set of 16.4 million sequencing-by-synthesis mRNA-sequences from nine life stages...
predicted 19,805 genes supported by cDNA sequences (50%) or previously identified proteins (75%) (Supplementary Tables S2 and S3). After excluding 2,682 genes with homology to transposable elements, *P. capsici* had a gene content similar to that of *P. infestans*, *P. sojae*, and *P. ramorum* (17,797, 16,988 and 14,451, respectively) (Haas et al. 2009; Tyler et al. 2006) and had slightly more core eukaryotic genes identified compared with these other species (Supplementary Fig. S2). The nonrepetitive gene density in *P. capsici* (268/Mbp) was higher than other *Phytophthora* spp. (74/Mbp in *P. infestans*, 179/Mb in *P. sojae*, and 222/Mb in *P. ramorum*) (Haas et al. 2009; Tyler et al. 2006).

**Comparison with other Phytophthora spp.**

Genome comparisons revealed almost perfect scaffold-level synteny between the gene models of *P. capsici*, *P. ramorum*, and *P. sojae*, with very little duplication (Fig. 2A and B). There was also extensive synteny with *P. infestans* genes (Supplementary Fig. S3). The genome organization of *P. capsici* was similar to other *Phytophthora* spp., with two-thirds of the genes located in gene-rich blocks that have a conserved order and few repeats (median intergenic distance of 351 bp), separated by relatively gene-poor regions without order conservation and more repetitive sequences (median intergenic distance approximately 3kb) (Fig. 2C) (Haas et al. 2009). Like *P. infestans*, the 365 predicted *P. capsici* genes without a homolog resided predominantly in gene-poor genomic regions (Fig. 2C) (Haas et al. 2009; Raffaele et al. 2010).

In all, 78% of the predicted *P. capsici* genes clustered into 2,483 candidate multigene families. Among these families, there are cytoplasmic effector genes of the RxLR type, including homologs of known avirulence genes in *P. infestans* (Boutemy et al. 2011; Dou et al. 2008; Whisson et al. 2007). *P. capsici* had 357 RxLR effector genes, which is similar to the numbers reported for *P. sojae* and *P. ramorum*, whereas *P. infestans* had >500 (Haas et al. 2009; Tyler et al. 2006). *P. capsici* also had 29 putative full-length genes and 70 pseudogenes for crinkling and necrosis (CRN) effectors, an ancient class of intracellular effector proteins that share a highly conserved N-terminal domain, required for translocation, and diverse C-terminal effector domains (Haas et al. 2009). Although markedly fewer than in *P. infestans*, the majority of predicted CRN effector domains were conserved between species.

**Single-nucleotide variation and genetic mapping.**

Nucleotide diversity was assessed in seven *P. capsici* field isolates (including parental isolates TN1 and TN2) and an isolate of the sister species *P. tropicalis* by restriction-site-associated DNA (RAD) sequencing (Supplementary Table S4) (Baird et al. 2008). Between 5 and 9 million sequencing-by-synthesis reads, flanked by a SgrAI restriction site, were generated per isolate (Supplementary Table S5). The reads were aligned to the *P. capsici* reference genome and covered approximately 2.3 Mbp at a depth of ≥30-fold (Baranzini et al. 2010; Bell et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2009). The single-nucleotide variant (SNV) density among *P. capsici* isolates was 23.4/kb (range of 16.9 to 25.9/kb) and between *P. capsici* and the closely related species *P. tropicalis* was 51.7/kb (Supplementary Tables S6 and S7; Supplementary Figs. S4 and S5). This is much higher than the SNV diversity observed among *P. infestans* strains (0.65/Kb average) and between *P. infestans* T30-4 and species in its clade (7.67/Kb average) (Raffaele et al. 2010). The nucleotide diversity (π) was 0.012 (range of 0.009 to 0.016), approximately 16-fold higher than *Homo sapiens* and approximately fourfold higher than obtained by RAD in natural stickleback populations and most outbred plant species. The three-spined stickleback (*Gasterosteus aculeatus L.*) is an outcrossing species of fish studied to better understand adaptive evolution (Hohenlohe et al. 2010).

In addition, the inheritance of SNV markers was examined in 65 putative F1 intercross progeny by PsI-based RAD (Supplementary Fig. S6; Supplementary Table S8). Of these 65 isolates, 2 were found to be clonally derived from the TN2 parent and 3 additional isolates were clonal to progeny isolates. The remaining 60 true F1 progeny were genotyped at bi-allelic sites exhibiting either a di- or tri-modal distribution, where the peaks corresponded to homozygous reference alleles, heterozygotes, and homozygous alternate alleles (Supplementary Fig. S7) (Kim et al. 2009). Genotypes were imputed at 500,352 nucleotides, with ≥10 uniquely aligned reads in ≥55 progeny. Homozygosity was inferred when >90% reads displayed one allele, and heterozygosity when 20 to 80% of reads displayed one allele. We have previously shown such genotype imputation to be >99% accurate (Baranzini et al. 2010; Bell et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2009). In total, 45% (9,254) of SNV markers showing Mendelian inheritance were in coding regions, and 3,382 (37%) of these were nonsynonymous (Supplementary Fig. S8a; Supplementary Table S10). The distribution of muta-
tions in Phytophthora clade 1c species is in a similar range, with 35% of the SNV found in coding regions, 41% of which are nonsynonymous (Raffaele et al. 2010). This was surprising because there is typically extensive purifying selection on genes. A parsimonious explanation of these findings is that rates of mutation relative to generation times are much greater in *P. capsici* than higher eukaryotes.

In total, 20,568 SNV were either polymorphic in the parents and had Mendelian segregation ($\chi^2 \geq 0.05$) or were homozygous for opposite alleles in the parents and heterozygous in progeny that did not exhibit LOH (marker spacing 3,111 bp) (Supplementary Table S9). A genetic map was developed using markers on the 108 scaffolds that had sufficient SNV densities for independent genetic linkage analysis in the F$_1$ progeny. Of these, 92 scaffolds had SNV markers inherited as a single co-segregating block, while markers on 15 scaffolds broke into two blocks and markers on the largest scaffold (scaffold 1) broke into three blocks (Supplementary Table S11; Supplementary Fig. S9). Scaffold-level linkage groups (LG) were inherited with log of the likelihood ratio scores of $\geq 7$.

Following scaffold-level linkage analysis, a genetic map of *P. capsici* was constructed with 1,136 SNV markers having segregation patterns $<95\%$ similar. The genetic map was 1,654 centimorgans (cM) in length and comprised 18 LG accounting for 84% (54 Mbp) of the reference genome and containing approximately 90% of the predicted genes (Fig. 3; Supplementary Table S12). The order for the majority of markers was the same on the genetic and physical maps. Genetic linkage analysis localized the mating type locus to an approximately 300-kb critical region on scaffold block 4.1 in LG10.

**LOH.**

Integrated genomic and genetic analysis allowed assessment of chromosomal variation among the 65 putative F$_1$ intercross progeny. In all, 23 F$_1$ isolates and two clonal isolates contained regions with LOH. LOH was identified by homozygosity at all markers in two or more adjacent (linked) RAD sequences that were incompatible with parental genotypes (Supplementary Fig. S10; Supplementary Table S13). The length of LOH tracts varied from 299 bp to $>1$ Mbp. LOH occurred in 14 of the 18 LG and in 59 scaffolds or scaffold blocks. In total, 54% (11,048) of the SNV markers exhibited LOH in at least one isolate and
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**Fig. 3.** The 1,654-centimorgan *Phytophthora capsici* genetic map. The map contains 1,136 single-nucleotide variant markers and 18 linkage groups (LG). LG are colored by genome scaffold.
the LOH was bi-directional. The frequency and distribution of LOH tracts varied among isolates and 36.5% (19.7 Mbp) of the genome was affected by LOH in at least one isolate. Two isolates (TN37 and TN47) had LOH exceeding 10% of the genome (Supplementary Table S14). Interestingly, LOH showed bias toward gene-rich regions. Given the requirements of informative parental genotypes, at least two adjacent RAD tags to be affected; and given that LOH was sought only in the mapped genome, the true extent of LOH is likely to be considerably higher.

Subchromosomal mitotic LOH has several molecular mechanisms, including deletions (resulting in hemizygosity) and translocations (resulting in homozygosity), associated with homologous and nonhomologous recombination or gene conversion (Chamnanpunt et al. 2001; Cvitanich et al. 2006). Of note, mutagenesis-induced LOH in P. capsici was not associated with subchromosomal deletions (Hulvey et al. 2010). In only 1 of 12 isolates was LOH due to hemizygosity as assessed by batched, normalized sequence coverage plots (Bell et al. 2011) (Fig. 4A to C). In all, 45% (4,967) of the SNV markers exhibiting LOH were exonic, 17% (1,911) were in coding regions, and 3.5% (391) were predicted to be nonsynonymous, affecting 264 genes. Phenotypic consequences of genome diversity were sought among F1 progeny. Five F1 isolates switched mating type from A2 to A1 between assessments in 2005 and RAD sequencing in 2010, while one switched from A1 to A2 (Fig. 5A). Isolates were in storage for most of this interval and were subcultured <10 times. Four of the isolates that switched from A2 to A1 had >800-Kbp tracts of LOH encompassing a region that appears to contain the mating type locus (or loci) on LG10 (Fig. 5A). TN25, which changed from A1 to A2, did not exhibit LOH at the mating type locus but did have >1.6 Mbp LOH in LG16. However, A1 mating type isolates TN37 and TN70 had similar LOH on LG16 but did not change mat-
ing type. Thus, LOH at the mating type locus was associated with mating type switch in four of six isolates.

LOH was also associated with a loss of pathogenicity to pepper and cucumber fruit. Between tests in 2005 and 2011, progeny isolates TN37 and TN47 became unable to infect wounded or unwounded fruit (Fig. 5B). In 2011, host cells consistently elicited a strong hypersensitive response (cell necrosis) at point of inoculation, suggesting loss of a factor necessary for infection, such as an Avh protein. This is characteristic of Phytophthora Avh proteins, which evolve rapidly in a presumed host–pathogen arms race (Haas et al. 2009; Jiang et al. 2008; Tyler et al. 2006; Whisson et al. 2007). These isolates had similar growth rates in vitro in 2005 and 2011 even after substantial LOH. Indeed, the TN37 and TN47 genomes each had >10% LOH and share an LOH tract on LG1 (17_31,860 to 17_870,195 and 105_51,382 to 105_63734). A plausible explanation is that LOH changed the expression or expressed sequence of one or more \textit{P. capsici} effectors in the avirulent isolates.

**DISCUSSION**

In summary, the genome sequence of \textit{P. capsici} was typical for the genus in organization and gene content. A prototypical, dense genetic map indicated the recombination rate of \textit{P. capsici} to be 38.7 kbp/cM, an order of magnitude less than yeast but 30-fold higher than \textit{H. sapiens} (Li and Freudenberg 2009). SNV density and diversity among \textit{P. capsici} genomes was much higher than in other eukaryotes and coding and noncoding variants were remarkably common. This suggests that germline mutation rates may be much higher in \textit{P. capsici} than in \textit{H. sapiens}, \textit{Saccharomyces cerevisiae}, \textit{Drosophila melanogaster}, and \textit{P. infestans}, or that purifying selection was less (Baranzini et al. 2010). The overall SNV diversity for the seven \textit{P. capsici} field isolates was similar but markedly different from the \textit{P. tropicalis} isolate. The isolates from Peru and Argentina appear to be part of long-lived, widely dispersed clonal lineages where, unlike the situation for the North American isolates, sexual recombination may be rare (Gobena et al. 2012; Hurtado-Gonzales et al. 2008). Interestingly, the isolates from Peru and Argentina share the most polymorphic loci and may be derived from a common, invasive population or widely dispersed clonal lineage. The high level of SNV diversity in \textit{P. capsici} has many practical implications for research, including the ability to finely map segregating phenotypes in larger populations of progeny, conduct very sensitive analyses of population structure and overall dynamics, and track the fate of numerous heterozygous loci during asexual growth (e.g., tracking LOH).

\textit{P. capsici} populations are often characterized by high levels of diversity and rapid adaptation (Erwin and Ribeiro 1996; Gevens et al. 2008; Gobena et al. 2012; Hausbeck and Lamour 2004; Hurtado-Gonzales et al. 2008; Lamour and Hausbeck 2001; Lamour and Kamoun 2009; Lamour et al. 2012; Leonian 1922; Meitz et al. 2010). In addition to elevated genetic diversity, \textit{P. capsici} genomes also had a remarkably high frequency of mitotic LOH occurring more commonly in gene-rich areas. Mitotic genomic instability was also recently described in \textit{P. ramorum} (Vercauteren et al. 2011), suggesting that LOH may be a general characteristic of oomycetes. Here, we show that loss of pathogenicity and mating type switches are likely phenotypic consequences of mitotic LOH. For the latter, the evidence for causality of LOH was strong: four of five progeny that switched from the A2 to the A1 mating type had tracts of LOH spanning the region where mating type maps in this cross. This was reminiscent of the mating type locus in the fungus \textit{Candida albicans}, where a repressor suppresses switch-
mating type analysis, and then stored long term (3 to 5 years) in water with sterile hemp seed.

The progeny from all of the crosses were genotyped using amplified fragment length polymorphism markers, tested for mating type, assessed for growth rate on agar media, and assayed for pathogenicity and virulence on detached pepper (‘Early Jalapeno’) and cucumber fruit (various cultivars) (Hurtado-Gonzales and Lamour 2009). All fruit inoculations were conducted on two fruit and the experiments repeated twice. Pathogenicity was assessed by placing a 7-mm plug of mycelium at both a wounded and nonwounded site. Wounded sites are distal and nonwounded sites proximal to the stem end of the fruit. Pathogenicity to pepper fruit was assessed in 2005 and 2011. In total, 69 progeny from the F1 were further analyzed using a focused resequencing strategy (outlined below). In addition, the mating type was tested at three different time intervals: within 6 months of the cross, at the time of the focused resequencing, and 1 year following the resequencing.

Genome sequencing and assembly.

High-quality genomic DNA was prepared from the isolate selected for genome sequencing using a phenol/chloroform protocol. Aliquots from the same batch of DNA were submitted to 454 Inc. (Branford, CT, U.S.A.) and to the Joint Genome Institute (JGI, Walnut Creek, CA, U.S.A.) for 454- and Sanger-based sequencing, respectively. In total, 2,451,737 random shotgun genomic reads, 2,022,402 2.3-Kb paired-end reads, and 833,606 18.0-Kb paired-end reads were produced using the 454 Titanium chemistry. In addition, 197,306 random genomic paired-end reads from a 6.3-Kb plasmid library, 146,588 paired-end reads from a 34.7-Kb fosmid library, and 65,000 EST were produced at the JGI using Sanger sequencing. Additionally, 1,260 full-length cDNA sequences were generated by Sanger sequencing and cDNA sequence assembly.

The sequence reads were assembled using a modified version of Arachne v.20071016 (Jaffe et al. 2003) with parameters maxclique1 = 100, n_haplotypes = 2, and BINGE_AND_PURGE = True. The output of this assembly was passed through Rebuilder and SquashOverlaps with parameters to merge adjacent assembled alternative haplotypes and, subsequently, run through another complete Arachne assembly process to finalize the assembly. Prior to assembly, redundant 454 pairs (defined as at least 98% identical across their length) were removed and a single pair retained. An error correction step was applied to all 454 data that attempted to set base pairs to equal the Sanger sequence. This was accomplished by shredding the Sanger sequence to a size similar to the 454 and then aligning these shredded reads and the 454 simultaneously. Where the 454 sequence had no support, we changed the 454 read sequence to a size similar to the 454 and then aligning these sequences. This was accomplished by shredding the Sanger sequence to a size similar to the 454 and then aligning these shredded reads and the 454 simultaneously. Where the 454 read sequence had no support, we changed the 454 read sequence to match the Sanger read sequence. This removed many of the 454-bp errors (primarily insertions and deletions and occasional base-pair substitutions) and coalesced the haplotypes if the Sanger data were all from one haplotype. Error correction was also applied during the Arachne assembly process by screening each scaffold against bacterial proteins, organelle sequences, and GenBank using Megablast against GenBank NR and blastp against a set of known microbial proteins. In all, 28 scaffolds identified as prokaryotic contamination were removed. We classified additional scaffolds as mitochondrion (n = 4), small repetitive (n = 6), alternative haplotype (n = 17), and less than 1 kb (n = 1,050). The final assembly consists of 971 scaffold sequences, with half of the genome contained in 29 scaffolds of at least 705.7 kb in length and contigs greater than 34.6 kb. Scaffolds ranged in size from 1 kb to 21 Mb with an N50 of 705.7 kb. The genome size was tested using the approach outlined by Baxter with nucleotide-by-nucleotide coverage calculated by aligning back to the reference (Baxter et al. 2010). This resulted in an estimated genome size of approximately 55 Mbp. We also estimated the genome size by measuring the percentage of all reads that were captured by the assembly using a high-quality 10,000-read subset (average quality ≥35, length ≥100, and no missing bases) and extrapolating genome size if the assembly had captured all the reads. We extrapolated up from the genome size that doesn’t include gaps (56.1 Mb) and 97.44% of the reads were captured, leading to an estimated genome size of approximately 57 Mbp. Both estimates likely underestimate the genome size due to overalignment of repeat copies, possibly explaining the discrepancy between our gapped genome size (64.1 Mb) and these lower estimates of total genome size. Nevertheless, both estimates are similar to the nongapped genome size (56.1 Mb), suggesting that the assembly is missing very little of the nonrepetitive genome.

In addition, total RNA was isolated from different growth conditions (rich media, starvation, and sporulating), pooled, and submitted to both 454 and the JGI for Sanger cDNA and EST sequencing. At the JGI, EST were produced as previously described with the following modification: two cDNA libraries were constructed and sequenced and the size ranges of the cDNA library inserts were 0.6 k to 2 kb and >2 kb (Jeffries et al. 2007).

Genome sequence analysis and annotation of gene families.

The genome assembly of P. capsici LT1534 was annotated using the JGI Annotation Pipeline, which combines several gene predictors: i) cDNA-based gene models were derived from 1,260 full-length cDNAs and 11,090 consensus sequences clustered from 56,448 EST, then mapped to genomic sequence; ii) protein-based gene models were predicted using FGENESH+ (Salamov and Solovyev 2000) and GeneWise (Birney et al. 2004) seeded by BLASTx alignments of genomic sequence against sequences from the NCBI nonredundant protein set nr; and iii) ab initio gene models were predicted using FGENESH trained on the set of putative full-length genes and reliable protein-based models. GeneWise models were completed using scaffold data to find start and stop codons. EST, EST clusters, EST contigs, and full-length cDNAs were used to verify, complete, and extend the gene models. Because multiple gene models per locus were often generated, a single representative gene model for each locus was chosen based on homology and EST support, and used for further analysis. This led to a filtered set of 19,805 gene models (including 2,682 genes with homology to transposable elements), with their properties and support by different lines of evidence. All gene-based analyses were done on the full 19,805-gene set. In total, 56,448 EST are available in GenBank under the title “DOE Joint Genome Institute Phytophthora capsici EST project”. An additional 1,260 full-length cDNAs are available in GenBank under the title “DOE Joint Genome Institute Phytophthora capsici cDNA project”. The genome sequence is available online.

All predicted gene models were functionally annotated by the JGI Annotation Pipeline using InterProScan (Zdobnov and Apweiler 2001) and hardware-accelerated double-affine Smith-Waterman alignments against highly curated databases such as SwissProt (Bairoch et al. 2005), Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) (Ogata et al. 1999), and Pfam (Bateman et al. 2004). KEGG hits were used to map EC numbers (Bairoch 2000), and InterPro, KEGG, and SwissProt hits were used to map gene ontology terms (Ashburner et al. 2000). In addition, predicted proteins were annotated according to KOG classification (Koonin et al. 2004). Protein targeting predictions were made with signalP (Nielsen et al. 1999) and TMHMM (Krogh et al. 2001) and hardware-accelerated double-affine Smith-Waterman alignments against highly curated databases such as SwissProt (Bairoch et al. 2005), Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) (Ogata et al. 1999), and Pfam (Bateman et al. 2004). KEGG hits were used to map EC numbers (Bairoch 2000), and InterPro, KEGG, and SwissProt hits were used to map gene ontology terms (Ashburner et al. 2000). In addition, predicted proteins were annotated according to KOG classification (Koonin et al. 2004). Protein targeting predictions were made with signalP (Nielsen et al. 1999) and TMHMM (Krogh et al. 2001). Finally, all proteins were aligned by BLASTp to proteins in nr and to each other; after
the latter analysis, the alignment scores were used as a distance metric for clustering by MCL into a first draft of 2,483 candidate multigene families. The same method was used to group genes with those of other *Phytophthora* spp. We used BLASTP to identify CRN coding sequences from the *P. capsici* gene model set (Supplementary Table S16). For this purpose, 16 well-characterized CRN proteins from *P. infestans* were searched against the *P. capsici* protein data set. Sequences with significant hits (E = <10 to 5) were retrieved and a nonredundant CRN-like protein set was created (Win et al. 2006). CRN-like protein sequences were manually examined for the presence of LFLAK motifs and C-terminal effector domains. To determine whether candidates are full length or pseudogenes, we aligned our CRN candidates with previously characterized CRN. CRN proteins of at least 250 amino acid residues or more and that aligned with both the N- and C-terminal domains of PiCRN were considered full length (Haas et al. 2009). Finally, we used SignalP3.0 to identify predicted secretion signals for all CRN candidates. Candidate RxLR effectors were mined via the protocol outlined previously (Haas et al. 2009). In brief, all open reading frames (ORF) greater than 210 nucleotides (70 amino acids) from the genome were generated and translated to amino acid coding sequences. Those containing an RxLR (<Arg–anything–Leu–Arg>) between 30 and 60 amino acids from the start, a signal peptide score greater than 0.9, and a cleavage site prior to the RxLR are considered effectors (Supplementary Table S17).

The CEGMA pipeline was used to compare the completeness and continuity of six Oomycete genomes (Parra et al. 2007). CEGMA checks the completeness and continuity of genome assemblies on the basis of 248 core eukaryotic genes. Here, we compared the CEGMA analyses (without KOG 69) for the genomes of *P. sojae*, *P. ramorum*, *P. infestans*, *Pythium ultimum*, and *Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis* with the draft genome of *Phytophthora capsici* reported here (Supplementary Table S15).

Transposon-like coding sequences were identified by searching the annotated protein-coding sequences of *P. capsici* against databases of transposon sequences with TransposonPSI. Nucleotide sequences corresponding to the coding regions of the annotated protein coding genes were searched against the TransposonPSI collection of transposon protein sequences using BLASTX. This included ORF derived from mobile elements discovered in other sequenced *Phytophthora* genomes. In addition, the *P. capsici* protein sequences were searched against a collection of PSI-BLAST profiles corresponding to common families of transposable elements, including Gypsy-retrotransposons and Piggybac-transposons. Any *P. capsici*-annotated coding sequence identified by having a BLAST E value of, at most, 1e-10 was identified and reported, yielding 2,682 candidate gene annotations with transposon homology. Transposon family (PSI-BLAST) and top transposon protein BLASTX match are provided.

Scaffolds, gene models clusters, and annotations thereof may be accessed at the JGI *P. capsici* portal (Grigoriev et al. 2012).

**Focused resequencing.**

RA sequences were employed to identify and genotype single-base substitutions in 7 field isolates (including the parents TN1 and TN2) and 69 progeny (TN3 to TN71) of the F1 cross (Baird et al. 2008). Briefly, genomic DNA was digested with the 6-bp recognition restriction endonuclease *Pst*I or the 8-bp recognition *Sgr*AI (Florigenex, Inc., Eugene, OR, U.S.A.). The digested DNA was sheared to between 200 and 500 bp and the adaptors were ligated to the ends which contained sequencing priming sites and an isolate-specific 5-bp tag (Baird et al. 2008). Between 5 and 9 million sequencing-by-synthesis reads of 72 nucleotides in length were generated per isolate using an Illumina GAII sequencer. The short reads abutting the restriction site are referred to as RAD tags. The RAD approach reduces complexity by limiting sequences to regions directly adjacent (left and right) to a restriction site, and the isolate-specific 5-bp tags allow multiplexed sequencing. Reads were aligned to the *P. capsici* reference, covering approximately 2 million nucleotides at a depth of ≥30-fold (Baranzini et al. 2010; Bell et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2009).

**SNV discovery and genotyping.**

Alignments of the RAD sequence and subsequent variant detection were carried out using the Genomic Short-read Nucleotide Alignment Program (Wu and Nacu 2010) and the Alpheus pipeline (Miller et al. 2008), as described (Baranzini et al. 2010; Bell et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2009). Reads were aligned to the *P. capsici* genome assembly (version 11) and alignments retained that matched the genome with 95% identity or higher and that had five or fewer equally high-scoring alignments. Reads with equally good hits to more than one genomic region, reflecting repeat content or redundancy in the assembly, were not considered uniquely aligned. Four isolates were excluded from analysis due to insufficient aligned reads. Read-count-based allele frequencies of bi-allelic nucleotide variants had a tri-modal distribution, with peaks corresponding to homozygous reference alleles, heterozygotes, and homozygous alternate alleles (Kim et al. 2009).

Potential segregating SNV sites were identified in the parents and progeny using the following criteria: ≥10% unique sequence coverage, an average quality score ≥20, and an alternate allele frequency ≥20% within unique reads. This pool of potential segregating sites was then analyzed across all lines and SNV genotyping criteria were developed based on a visual assessment of the distribution of alternate alleles at different levels of unique sequence coverage. SNV were genotyped for all lines with at least 10x unique coverage where alternate allele frequency within unique reads was <10% (homozygous for the reference allele), ≥20% and <80% (heterozygous), or ≥90% (homozygous for the alternate allele). Our final pool of markers was limited to loci with five or fewer missing genotypes in the progeny. This approach does not enrich or bias for gene-rich areas of the genome.

Nucleotide density and diversity was calculated for SNV sites in the *Sgr*AI RAD tags from the *P. capsici* parents and five additional unrelated isolates (two of which represent very large clonal populations in Peru and Argentina) and a *P. tropicalis* isolate. Heterozygosity and homozygosity were distinguished by allele frequency cutoffs of 15 and 85% and there was no requirement for number of missing genotypes in the isolates. SNV density was calculated as previously described (Begun et al. 2007).

**LOH and clonal isolates.**

LOH was assessed using graphical genotypes constructed by ordering the SNV loci according to i) the genetic linkage of markers in the individual scaffolds and ii) the genetic linkage of markers from all scaffolds together (see below). The minimum tracts of LOH were calculated for regions with continuous, uninterrupted switching of loci to either the reference or alternate allele (homozygosity) in a way that is impossible by normal meiosis or clonal reproduction (Judd and Peters 1988). To avoid minor genotyping errors, LOH was only assigned for tracts where the switched loci spanned at least two different sequencing sites. In addition, the junction of LOH versus non-LOH in an isolate with good sequence coverage was analyzed to compare the coverage on either side of the junction.
Genetic similarity of the parents and progeny was assessed in JMP Genomics by analyzing a relationship matrix for our final pool of markers using a Fast Ward Hierarchical clustering at the default settings. Alleles were assumed to be identical by descent. Putative clones were confirmed using the graphical genotypes. Genetic similarity analyses revealed three clonal lineages. One clonal lineage contained the parent isolate TN2 and the (mistaken) F1 progeny TN3 and TN50. Two other clonal lineages were derived from true F1 progeny and included isolates TN56, TN57, and TN63 in one clonal lineage and isolates TN8 and TN11 in another clonal lineage (Supplementary Fig. S11). This was not surprising because occasional sporangia survive the enzymatic treatment used to destroy asexual propagules, and premature oospore germination can produce sporangia that appear to be discrete oospore progeny. A single isolate of each lineage was retained for genetic linkage analysis. Apomixis, which occurred in other crosses stemming from these parents, is another possible explanation (Hurtado-Gonzales and Lamour 2009).

Genetic linkage analysis.

Putative segregating markers were analyzed using a χ² test for simple Mendelian inheritance (5% significance). In total, 20,568 SNV markers were either polymorphic in the parents and had Mendelian segregation (χ² ≥ 0.05) or were homozygous for opposite alleles in the parents and heterozygous in progeny that did not exhibit LOH. These were used for genetic linkage analysis (average marker spacing 3,111 bp).

In total, 3,141 SNV markers exhibited segregation ratios <5% by χ² test. Some of these clustered in blocks and may reflect gene conversion, as described in other Phytophthora spp. (Chamanpan et al. 2001; Cvetinich et al. 2006). An additional approximately 100 loci were heterozygous in both parents and all progeny and may reflect assembly artifacts, copy number variants, or obligate heterozygosity.

Mendelian markers were further analyzed using JoinMap 4.1 at the default settings for a cross heterogeneously heterozygous with phase unknown (van Ooijen 2011). Initially, markers from individual scaffolds were analyzed to determine whether they are inherited as a linked unit (expected if the scaffold is assembled correctly). If a scaffold broke into more than one piece, the pieces are referred to as scaffold blocks. Following this, markers from all the scaffolds, or scaffold blocks, were analyzed together to produce a linkage map. The LG were further refined to include only markers with segregation patterns <95% similar and to exclude isolates showing any LOH within the LG. Markers are named with the scaffold number followed by the nucleotide position on the scaffold. Additional information was included for the markers used in JoinMap 4.1 to designate the three possible segregation scenarios: \( I lk \) = heterozygous in both parents, \( nm \) = parent 1 is homozygous and parent 2 is heterozygous, and \( lm \) = parent 1 is heterozygous and parent 2 is homozygous.

The SNV genotyping error rates were assessed for both parents (TN1 and TN2) at 95 polymorphic sites in portions of 30 genes across 14 LG by Sanger sequencing of polymerase chain reaction products. Of these 190 genotypes, all but five were confirmed. The five genotypes that differed occurred on a single gene that switched to homozygosity at all five sites.
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